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" Abstract;

Extraordinarily sharp spectral features at binding energies near leV have been
" observed in the photoemission spectra of untwinned, single crystal YBa2Cu3Or.9. This is the

first observation of such distinctive electronic structure away from the near-Fermi Energy
regime, lt suggests that the entire valence band electronic structure, not merely the
Fermiology, may provide insight into the nature of high temperature superconducting
cuprates.

Discussion

High temperature superconductors, such as the cuprate YBa2Cu3Gr.9, h_ve been the
subject of intense interest and scientific investigation for the last several years. Of the tools
used to investigate these materials, photoelectron spectroscopy has several significant
advantages. Its desirable characteristics include the ability to probe the valence band electronic
structure directly, with a capability to observe not just the superconducting gap region near the
Fermi Energy but also the more tightly bound states as weil. However, past investigations
have often been hampered by the poor quality of the samples used. (This is merely another

_._ example of the truth of the axiom that materials research is only as good as the specimens
utilized in the study.) In fact, it seemed that the only sharp, well defined spectral features
were near the Fermi Energy and were often associated with the buildup of electronic density
near the superconducting gap.1 This empirical observation was consistent with the results of
calculations of the band structure,2, 3 which suggested that the only resolvable structure would
be in the simplified region near to the Fermi Energy.

• Contrary to these notions, we have observed intense, sharp features in the angle-
resolved photoelectron spectra of untwinned, single crystal YBa2Cu306.9. An example of our
data is shown in figure 1. The peak at a binding energy of 1eV is a factor of two taller than

.. the other valence features and dwarfs the peak near the Fermi Energy. In this report, we will
describe our study of this feature and suggest a possible origin of it.

Fizure I, This photoelectron spectrum is of a - - .... - --

cleaved YBa2Cu306. 9 sample, with the c axis c_.._,,_

normal to the surface. The broad scan was taken Onlwinnea

with hV = 24eV, an energy bandpass of 0.leV, an Slr_ cr_lt,_

angular resoluti_on of _+1° and an emission v,..-Cu.O..
direction near X. The two-dimensional Brillouin

zone is defined in terms of d_c usual three-

dimension ;,,one, by collapsing_the c-direction.

I hus O_e line X.2U [xa:.rnc_ X, F - Z bct_n;,:._ F ar.d ../--_,/\
Y - T becomes Y. /._
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The photoemission experiments were carried out at the University of Wisconsin
Synchrotron Radiation Cen!er on the 1 GeV ring, Aladdin. The work was performed using

............ a high resolution photoemission spectrometer I on file Ames-Montana State l_eaznlinc. 4
This beamline has two monochromators, but in this study only the lower energy Seya-
Namioka was used. The total instrumental resolution of this system has been demonstrated to
be very high: The energy bandpass can be as low as 25 meV and tile angular acceptance is +
1°. The vacuum during the.oe studies was quite good, with base pressures as low as 3 x 10''i'1
torr. Unless specified otherwise, samples were kept at 20K, including during the cleaving
process. 5 Ali measurements were made upon samples cleaved under ultra high vacuum (1()"11
torr) conditions. The untwinned, single crystals of YBa2Cu306.9 were prepared as described
elsewhere 6 and sample alignment was performed with both Laue backscattering and in-situ
photoemission measuremems of high symmetry points. The results presented here are part of
a larger study including investigations of the fermiology of YBa2Cu306.9. (Ref. 7.)

High resolution spectra indicate the feature near leV disperses rapidly and broadens as
the binding energy increases. An example of the high resolution data is shown in figure 2.
Here, the angle and thus momentum parallel to the surface are being varied. The data shown
in figures 1 and 2 are essentially raw data: The number of counts normalized to photon flux,
after a simple smoothing routine 8 has been performed. No subtractions or background
fittings have been performed. Using this approach, it is easy to follow the systematic
emergence of the peak at larger angles and the simultaneous effects of peak narrowing and
dispersion to lower binding energies. At OH = 0, which is very near to the X point in the
two-dimensional Brillouin zone, the peak is at its minimum binding energy of 0.92eV and has
a full-width-at-half-maximum of less than 0,15eV. For these spectra, the instrumental
resolutions are 30 meV and +1 °

Figure 2. High resolution spectra of ,....,... . , ....... . . .... .
YBa2Cu306. 9 near the X point in the two-

dimensional Brillouin zone. O H is defined in YBItaC_O_
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The state disperses to higher binding energy as the sampling position in reciprocal
space is moved away from X. This can be seen in figure 3, which contains a summary of the

.................. dispersion of the centroid of the structure for several differen_t a_ngui_jrrotations, lt is
interesting that the horizontal rotation (approximately along F- X - F) produces a more rapid
dispersion than the vertical rotation (approximately S - X - ,_). lt is also of note that the front
edge of the peak is always at a btnding energy of about 0,9eV. The importance of this will be
discussed below. Moreover, the two-dimensional nature of this peak has been established by
the essentially identical dispersion curves for hv = 24cV and hv -- 74eV. (Ref. 7.)

A mapping of energy versus angle (or

momentum) is shown here. Two rotations of the analyzer _ BF(ev)

were performed. One (OH) was in the plane of the light LT3
The a vector and F X axis were canted 20* relative to the __ .. .

in the inset. Filled circles were used for the horir_)ntal #

r°tati°n (OH) and h°li°w circles were used f°r the vertical Q i_
rotation (OV). OH is greater than zero when rotating

toward the sample normal. O v is greater than zero when r,, _' t
rotating below the plane of the light polarization. The _:::_V ii' I

I
angle of incidence of the light was about 40* relative to 1. ]. I

the sample normal. A parabola fit to the horizontal / I
rotation data is also shown for comparison.

Approximately 20 ° of polar rotation separates "F from X, ,dh,I
at this photon hv = 24 eV. ,I_ I
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_ In general, this feature could be seen at many different photon energies, near the
and Y points of the Brilloiun zone. (See Figure 4.) The strong peak at B F -- leV seems to be
out of phase with significant emission near the Femai Energy. The leV peak was consistently
observed in several different samples with various orientations. However, rotation in a plane
perpendicular to the light polarization did not produce the type of spectrum seen in figure 1.

, That sort of spectral dominance required a large projection of the photon electric vector in the
plane of the rotation, suggesting that the parent state is of even symmetry.

The spectral structure discussed above was observed separately near the X and Y'
points of the Brillouin zone: Additionally, similar peaks were observed alon_,the I-"-$ _lineof
the Brillouin zone. Shown in figure 5 are a series of spectra collected along F- $. At S, a
large, sharp peak is seen at a binding energy of about_l. 15eV. The development of this peak
can be followed in the other spectra: Moving toward S two separate peaks at B r:_ 1.2eV
and BF = 1.6eV coalesce into the single strong peak at'B F = 1.1 5eV at $. This general
_havior is a confirmation of ouj sample alignment: increased degeneracy can be expected at
high symmetry points such as S and the coalescence oi d_fterent bands into a single peak is
indicative of a high symmetry point. This condensation of peaks suggests a slightly differcnl
analysis of the data in figure 2: Two peaks are combining, one at a larger binding energy,
moving down to BF -=0.92eV and another weaker feature (seen as a shoulder in the 4°, 6°
and 8° spectra) at a lower binding energy. This lower binding energy feature appears to be
non-dispersive, giving rise to the constant binding energy front edge at BF = 0.9cVof the
peak.
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Shown here =re =_ngleresolved

........... photoemission spectra =long the F S |in¢ of the
two-dimensional Brillouin zone. Thet_e were

taken at hv = 24eV.

ht,, = 24 eV "" s "",,,
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It is imLx-_rtant_tonote again tha_tthe binding energy of the structure_at X and ¥ is not
• the same as at F and S" Near X and Y the binding energy is 0.92eV, :_t F it is 1.3cV and

at S it is 1.15eV. So while these peak_ ali appear to have a common origin , they _rc not
iden'tical and depend upon the position in the two-din_ensional Brillouin zo_e



The origin of the "leV" peak...,,;appears to be strongly c_onnectedto the CuO planes.
First, they are observed at both the X and Y points as well as F and 8. This suggests that
they are not related to the linear CuO chain states. _econd, they appear at the top edge of the
high electronic density regime for t,hcCuO p!anes, 2 which exhibits what might be thought of
as the remnant of an insulating gap beginning at BF = leV. Thus, it is tempting to think of the

• "1eV" state as having split off from the usual CuO planes states due to some perturbation.
This in many respects parallels the formation of Tamm surface states from bulk bands, but the
relationship is less clear here. Because the entire photoemission experiment is relatively

, surface sensitive and the layered structure of these materials causes a two-dimension electronic
structure, the assignment as some sort of surface state is less than completely convincing. 9
Additionally, it seems likely that the state will have O2p character, based upon angle-

" integrated photoemission study 10and Cu 3p character, as indicated by its resonance behavior
between hv -- 70eV and hv - 74eV. (Ref. 7.)

Summary

Remarkably sharp and intense electronic features away from the Fermi Energy have
been observed in cleaved, untwinned, single-crystal YBa2Cu306.9. They appear to be related
to the electronic density-of-states of the CuO planes. The importance of utilizing the best
possible samples and highest available resolution in such experiments is illustrated by the
acute nature of these spectral peaks.
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